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Abstract
We cloned the chick homologue of the mouse 0tx2 gene, c-otx2, and analyzed its expression pattern during gastrulation. During
mouse embryogenesis, Otx2 expression is first detected in the entire epiblast and after the formation of the primitive streak becomes
confined to the most anterior region of the embryo corresponding to presumptive fore- and mid-brain. Similarly, two distinct phases
of c-otx2 expression were observed in the chick. c-otx2 transcripts were first detected in the unincubated egg and up to stage XIII,
in all epiblast, and forming hypoblast and mesoblast cells. During primitive streak progression, c-otx2 expression becomes progressively restricted to anterior regions and is mainly associated with Hensen’s node. When the extension of the streak is maximal,
transcripts are only found in Hensen’s node. A second phase of c-otx2 expression starts during streak regression. c-otx2 transcripts
are lost from the node and present in higher abundance in anterior neuroectoderm and mesendoderm, with the exception of forming
notochord and floor plate. The first phase of expression bears strong similarity with that of c-gsc, a gene shown to be a marker
for cells that have organizer activity in the chick. Therefore, we compared the expression of the two genes by double staining on
the same embryo. This analysis demonstrated that c-otx2 is transcribed first and its expression in the hypoblast precedes that of
c-gsc. On the other hand, c-gsc is an earlier marker of primitive streak cells. The expression domains of the two genes transiently
overlap in Hensen’s node and anterior mesendoderm, whereas only c-otx2 is expressed in neuroectodermal areas. The second phase
of c-otx2 expression is sensitive to an early treatment with retinoic acid. This treatment abolishes c-otx2 expression in mesendoderm
and restricts it to most anterior regions in the forming neural plate. In conclusion, our results suggest that c-otx2 expression is
first associated with cells with an anterior mesendoderm fate and subsequently extends to anterior neuroectoderm.
Keywords: Chick; Homeobox; Gastrulation;

Primitive streak; Anterior brain

1. Introduction
0tx2 is a homeobox-containing gene isolated in man
and mouse (Simeone et al., 1992, 1993; Boncinelli et al.,
1993) as one of the two homologues of the Drosophila
orthodenticle gene, implicated in the determination of
specific head segments in flies (Finkelstein and Perrimon, 1990; Finkelstein et al., 1990; Finkelstein and Boncinelli, 1994). Like its Drosophila cognate, the vertebrate
0tx2 protein contains a homeodomain of the bicoid
* Corresponding author, Tel.: 39 2 26434721; Fax: 39 2 26434767.

class and was shown in cell culture assays to recognize
and transactivate a bicoid target sequence, suggesting
that it could act as a specific regulator of transcription
(Simeone et al., 1993). Homeodomains of the bicoid
class contain a characteristic lysine residue at position
50, corresponding to position 9 of the recognition helix.
This amino acid residue has been reported to confer
DNA binding specificity as the substitution of this lysine
by glutamine in the bicoid homeodomain has been
shown to replace its DNA binding specificity with that
of the Antennapedia-like homeoproteins (Hanes and
Brent, 1989). The restricted family of homeobox genes
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Fig. 1. The cloned c-otx2 cDNA. (A) Schematic representation of the cDNA clone. A box indicates the coding region. The entire clone, 980 bp
long, was used as a probe in situ hybridization experiments. (B) Sequence of the cloned portion of the c-orx2 coding region. It represents the
carboxy-terminal region of the putative protein. A dot indicates termination of translation. Alignment with the corresponding mouse 0tx2 sequence
reveals a single aminoacid change, alanine in chick for threonine (represented with a T above the sequence) in mouse and man, at position 55.

encoding a homeoprotein of the bicoid class only include, so far, bicoid itself, orthodenticle, the two
vertebrate Otx genes and goosecoid (gsc) (Blumberg et
al., 1991). gsc is a regulatory gene originally isolated in
Xenopus where it has been suggested (Blumberg et al.,
1991; Cho et al., 1991; Niehrs et al., 1993) to play a role
in executing Spemann’s organizer phenomenon. More
recently, mouse (Blum et al., 1992) and chick (IzpisuaBelmonte et al., 1993) gsc cognates have been described.
In the mouse embryo, studies of the distribution of
0tx2 transcripts revealed a highly specific pattern of expression. Expression was confined to head embryonic
structures after the neurulation stage (Simeone et al.,
1992), but could already be detected at earlier stages,
during preparation and execution of the gastrulation
process (Simeone et al., 1993; Boncinelli et al., 1993).
This evolving profile and its relationship with the late
expression pattern were difficult to determine with
precision in this species, due to the small size and curvature of the mouse gastrulating embryos. Therefore, we
studied the chick embryo in order to obtain a more
detailed expression map for this regulatory gene during
early developmental events.
The chick embryo provides an excellent model system

for the study of gastrulation because it is, at early stages,
relatively large, translucent and flat. Morphological
studies, combined with grafting experiments and lineage
tracings, provided important clues as to how tissue
layers are organized and interact during gastrulation. In
particular, the structure located at the anterior end of
the primitive streak, Hensen’s node, was recognized for
its strong axis-inducing properties (see Waddington,
1933; Leikola, 1976; Hara, 1978; Dias and Schoenwolf,
1990; Storey et al., 1992). At an earlier stage, the
posterior marginal zone, a structure which borders the
area pellucida but does not contribute to the embryo
proper, was found to induce the formation of the primitive streak (Khaner and Eyal-Giladi, 1986, 1989; Stern,
1990). The molecular mechanisms responsible for these
inductive events remain however unknown. The identitication of molecular markers for the various structures
implicated in gastrulation will provide important clues
for this analysis. The product of the chick gsc (c-gsc),
which is expressed in both Koller’s sickle, a crescentshaped thickening located at the edge of the posterior
marginal zone, and Hensen’s node (Izpisua-Belmonte et
al., 1993), is a good candidate for mediating these interactions.

Fig. 2. Expression pattern of c-orx2 before and during primitive streak progression. Embryos were subjected to whole-mount in situ hybridization
at stages X-XI (A), XIII (B), HH2 (C), HH3 (D) and HH3+ (E). Anterior is at the top, posterior at the bottom. Anterior-posterior sections, anterior to the left, at stages X-XI and XIII (F and G respectively), show expression in all epiblast and hypoblast cells. HNK-I (brown) serves as a
marker for hypoblast cells (Canning and Stem, 1988). At stage XIII (G), a higher concentration of c-otx2 transcripts is also seen in sparse presumptive mesendoderm (mesoblast) cells. (H) and (I): transverse sections of Hensen’s node of the HH3+ embryo shown in (E), at levels indicated. Note
that at this stage, cells of the upper layer just anterior to the node do not show any c-0~x2 expression (E and H). ep, epiblast; hy, hypoblast; me,
presumptive mesendoderm.
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A comparison of the expression of early markers between species might also help to assign the location of
homologous structures. In particular, the tissues corresponding to the chick hypoblast remain to be determined in the mouse and in Xenopus. Whereas a large
number of genes specifically expressed during Xenopus
and mouse gastrulation have been identified (see Stern,
1992; Beddington and Smith, 1993 for recent reviews),
very few of them have been studied so far in the chick
embryo (Sundin and Eichele, 1992; Hume and Dodd,
1993; Izpistia-Belmonte et al., 1993), and the three species can only be incompletely compared.
We have cloned the chick homologue of the 0tx2
gene, c-otx2 and analyzed its expression pattern during
gastrulation in this species. Two waves of expression,
separated in time and space, were observed. The first
phase was found to bear some similarity with expression
of c-gsc in primitive streak and hypoblast cells. The second phase of c-otx2 expression was found to be sensitive
to an early treatment with retinoic acid.
2. Results
2.1. Cloning of the chick homologue of Otx-2, c-otx2
We screened at low stringency a chick cDNA library
with the 3 ’ coding and untranslated region of mouse
Otx2. A clone of 980 bp (Fig. 1A) was shown to contain
the carboxy-terminal portion of a transcript highly
homologous to Otx2. In the carboxy-terminal
120
amino acid residues, we detected a single substitution,
an alanine in place of a threonine at position 55 (Fig.
1B). An unusually high degree of conservation was
previously reported for this gene (Simeone et al., 1993;
Boncinelli et al., 1993). The cloned gene appears to be
the chick cognate of 0tx2 and we termed it c-otx2.
2.2. c-otx2 is expressed
gastrulation

in two distinct waves during

To determine the expression pattern of c-otx2 during
early development of the chick embryo, whole-mount in
situ hybridizations were performed between stages X
(unincubated egg) and HHl 1 (1 1- 15 somites) with the
c-otx2 probe shown in Fig. 1. Control experiments with
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the corresponding sense probe showed no detectable signal (not shown). The results, presented in Figs. 2-4 and
detailed below, mainly indicate that c-otx2 expression is
highly dynamic and follows two distinct waves during
gastrulation.
c-otx2 transcripts can already be detected at stage X,
uniformly distributed in all epiblast and polyinvaginating hypoblast cells (Fig. 2A and F). Expression
in these tissues is maintained and slightly modulated
during the subsequent stages preceding streak formation. At stage XIII, when all hypoblast cells are formed,
expression is still detected (Fig. 2B and G) in hypoblast
and epiblast and at higher level in early mesoblast cells,
previously shown to express c-gsc (Izpistia-Belmonte et
al., 1993). When a morphologically visible primitive
streak appears, c-otx2 expression in epiblast and
hypoblast disappears from the more posterior region of
the blastoderm and starts to be visible in forming
Hensen’s node and anterior primitive streak (Fig. 2C).
This pattern is maintained during the subsequent stages
(Fig. 2D and E) and up to HH4 (not shown), with expression in epiblast and hypoblast progressively pushed
further anteriorly. Transverse sections at stage HH3+
show that the anterior expression in cells of the upper
layer is interrupted in a narrow ring-shaped region surrounding Hensen’s node (Fig. 2E and H), but is still
clearly detected in Hensen’s node itself, where all cell
layers are positive (Fig. 21).
From stage HH4+, when the primitive streak has
reached its maximal extension, major changes occur in
c-otx2 expression. At stage HH4+ (Fig. 3A, 4A and F),
c-otx2 transcripts are almost exclusively found in the
anterior part of the node. They have completely disappeared from the anterior epiblast and only scattered,
faintly positive cells can be seen in the anterior basal
cells. The latter most probably correspond to prechordal
mesendoderm cells which start to migrate anteriorly
after leaving the node. Only few embryos showing this
expression pattern were obtained, suggesting that it
might correspond to an extremely transient stage. Interestingly, embryos which received a continuous retinoic acid treatment starting during streak progression
(see below) displayed exactly the same pattern of c-otx2

Fig. 3. Expression pattern of c-otx2 during Hensen’s node regression. Whole-mount
in situ hybridizations
were performed on embryos at stages
HH4+ (A), HHY (B), HH5 (C), HH5+ (D), HH5-6 (E), HH6 (F), HH’I(G), HH8- (H) and HH9 (I), and on the dissected neural tube at HHI 1
(J). The location of the node is indicated in (A-E, arrowhead).
Note that the caudal border of expression progressively sharpens and is clearly
defined at stage HHll (arrows). Details of the node region for (A-E) are given in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Details of c-otx2 expression around Hensen’s node at the beginning of streak regression. (A-E) show enlargements of Fig. 3A-E. (F) is
a midsagittal section of embryo 3A, anterior to the left; G shows propidium iodide counter-staining.
(H-L) are transverse sections of embryo 4B.
at the levels indicated and (M and N) are sections of embryo 4E. Staining is only present in the node when the streak has its maximal extension
(A and F) but it reappears anteriorly immediately afterwards (B). Just anterior to the node at stage HH5- (B), expression is only found in forming
prechordal cells (small arrow in (B) and sections (I) and (J)). At stage HH5-6, expression is found in prechordal mesoderm (M) but absent from
cells of the future notochord,
more posteriorly (N). am, anterior mesendoderm;
e, ectoderm; end, endoderm; hn, Hensen’s node; m, mesoderm;
n. notochordal
process.
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expression (not shown), which suggests that their development might be blocked at or around this particular
stage. Immediately afterwards (stage HH5-, Figs. 3B
and 4B), more abundant transcripts are again found
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anteriorly, in both the upper (neuroectoderm) and lower
(prechordal mesendoderm) layers (Fig. 4). Prechordal
mesendoderm cells migrating anteriorly from the node
become clearly visible (arrowhead in Fig. 4B). Expres-

Fig. 5. Double-labeling
whole-mount
in situ hybridizations
for c-otx2 and c-gsc during streak formation, at stages XI (A), XIII (B) and XIV (C).
(A) and (B) are mid-sagittal sections (anterior to the left). In (A-B), c-otx2 is in red and c-gsc in blue; in (C), c-otx.2 is in blue and c-gsc in red.
At stage XI, few c-gsc-positive cells (blue) are labeled posteriorly (arrow in A). Even before a primitive streak is visible (stage XIII), the location
of the presumptive streak cells can be identified in posterior epiblast as they start to express c-gsc (bracket in B). Nearly all hypoblast and presumptive mesendoderm cells are doubly c-otx2 and c-gsc-positive, except in very anterior regions where the newly formed hypoblast shows only c-otx2
expression (arrowheads).
At stage XIV (C), presumptive streak cells are mainly c-gsc-positive (red).
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sion in presumptive neuroectoderm
is interrupted
around the node (Fig. 4B and H-L) but all the anterior
nodal cells are positive. Expression is then lost from the
node as it starts its regression (Figs. 3C-I and 4C-D)
and, from this stage onwards, remains concentrated in
presumptive neuroectoderm and prechordal and more
lateral mesendoderm (Fig. 4E and M). Transcripts are
absent from notochordal cells at all stages since
notochord starts to form, as well as from the overlying
presumptive floor plate (Figs. 3E, 4E and M-N). Sections performed at stage HH8+ clearly show expression
anteriorly in all tissue layers (not shown). Around stage
HHl 1, the caudal limit of expression of c-o&2 in the
neural tube becomes sharply defined, just anteriorly to
the constriction separating the mesencephalic and first
rhombencephalic vesicles (arrows in Fig. 35). It persists
in this location during the subsequent stages (not
shown).
2.3. c-otx2 and goosecoid transiently share common
expression domains during primitive streak progression
The expression of c-otx2 is somewhat reminiscent of

that described for c-gsc (Hume and Dodd, 1993;
Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1993). Whole-mount expression
studies performed with a c-gsc probe essentially confirmed the pattern already described for this gene (data
not shown and Fig. 7). c-gsc expression was first
detected around stage XI in posterior basal cells of the
blastoderm, corresponding to cells of Koller’s sickle.
Later on, expression extended to most mesoblast and all
hypoblast cells and was completely absent from epiblast.
Expression was then detected in primitive streak as soon
as it formed and was later on maintained in the anterior
part of the streak and in Hensen’s node.
c-otx2 and c-gsc therefore appear to share common
expression domains during streak progression, at least
in some hypoblast cells and in Hensen’s node and anterior primitive streak. To compare in detail the expression of c-otx2 and c-gsc and to obtain a more precise
view of how these expressions relate to one another in
both time and space at very early stages (between X and
HH2), we performed double-labeling whole-mount in
situ hybridizations to detect transcripts of both genes on
the same embryos (Fig. 5). At early stage X, c-otx2 was
the only gene to be expressed (data not shown). This was
confirmed on several embryos tested at this stage and indicates that c-otx2 expression precedes c-gsc expression
in hypoblast cells. Slightly later, at stage XI, c-gscpositive cells become detectable at the posterior margin
of the blastoderm (arrows in Fig. 5A). These cells are
only positive for c-gsc and are located more posteriorly
than the hypoblast cells expressing c-otx2. Later, c-gsc
expression extends more anteriorly, so that at stage XIIXIII most hypoblast and mesoblast cells are positive for
both c-gsc and c-otx2, except the most anterior
hypoblast cells which only transcribe c-otx2 (arrow-
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heads in 5B). Caudally, c-gsc expression is also detected
in epiblast, most probably in the presumptive primitive
streak region (bracket in Fig. 5B). This is, and will remain, the only region of expression c-gsc and c-otx2
have in common in epiblast. At stage XIV (Fig. 5C),
when no primitive streak is yet morphologically visible,
c-gsc transcripts become more abundant caudally and
concentrate, in both the upper and lower cell layers (sections not shown), in the future primitive streak cells. At
this stage, c-otx2 expression has started to be restricted
anteriorly in both epiblast and hypoblast, so that the
presumptive primitive streak cells first appear only positive for c-gsc. In contrast, anterior hypoblast cells maintain expression of both genes. Stage HH2 shows the
appearance of a morphologically visible primitive streak
and concomitantly that of c-otx2 transcripts in Hensen’s
node (see Fig. 2C). At stage HH2, all anterior hypoblast
cells and all Hensen’s node cells are positive for both cotx2 and c-gsc (not shown). This is maintained at later
stages up to HH4.
Comparative schemes, based on our results and on
previous reports for later stages (Hume and Dodd, 1993;
Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1993), are presented in Fig. 7.
In summary, at early stages, c-otx2 appears to precede
c-gsc in hypoblast, whereas c-gsc is the first to be
transcribed in presumptive primitive streak cells. Later
on, all cells of both anterior hypoblast and Hensen’s
node, together with cells of the prechordal mesendoderm, express the two genes.
2.4. The expression of c-otx2 during primitive streak
regression can be modified by an early retinoic acid
treatment

Retinoic acid (RA) is a naturally occurring signaling
molecule which can affect several developmental processes in various organisms. In the gastrulating chick
embryo, Hensen’s node has been shown to be an important source of RA, which might be implicated in the inductive properties of this organizing structure (Chen et
al., 1992; Hogan et al., 1992). Since the expression pattern of c-otx2 during gastrulation suggested an association with either inductive (during streak progression) or
responsive (during streak regression) tissues, we tested
whether this expression could be modified by RA
treatment.
Different concentrations of RA, ranging from 5 to 45
PM, were applied on cultured embryos at various stages
during primitive streak progression. Treatments of 5 PM
RA performed before stage XI-XII led in most cases
(80% of cases, n = 15) to extensive abnormalities, already visible at stage XIII and consisting in irregularly
shaped and bulging hypoblast. These embryos did not
develop further and were not analyzed in detail.
Continuous 24-h 5 PM RA applications, starting at
any time between stages XIII and HH3, also resulted in
abnormal development. In a time lapse sufftcient for
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control embryos (n = 10) to reach at least the HH5
stage, none of the treated embryos (n = 11) showed
Hensen’s node regression. Rather, in all cases, the streak
remained at its maximal extension and its anterior tip
looked abnormal, suggesting that streak regression had
been prevented and that the embryos had been blocked
at the HH4+ stage. When analyzed for c-otx2 expression, these embryos were indistinguishable from normal
HH4+ embryos (see Fig. 3A), whatever the concentration of RA used (not shown).
Since a continuous RA treatment did not allow us to
analyze c-otx2 expression during the streak regression
phase, we applied pulses of RA at various times during
streak progression, followed by extensive rinses and further culture without RA. With this protocol, nearly 90%
of the treated embryos developed further than the HH5
stage. All the morphological characteristics visible on
control embryos were apparent on the treated embryos,
whatever the concentration of RA used (Fig. 6). The
Hensen’s node was clearly visible and had regressed
(Fig. 6E and I, arrowheads). A morphological analysis
carried out on RA-treated and control embryos strongly
suggests that gastrulation proceeds normally and that
the correct tissue types are formed in their normal
location.
The results of c-oh2 expression analysis are summarized in Table 1. Briefly, it appears that RA treatment during streak progression has no effect, at the
concentrations used, on c-otx2 expression during this
particular phase (see Table 1A and E; Fig. 6H and data
not shown) but strongly reduces, in both intensity and
extension, c-otx2 expression during the streak regression
phase. Moreover, presumptive neural plate and mesendoderm are differently affected.
A 5 PM dose had no visible effects as late as stage
HH8+ (latest stage studied) (Table 1B and C). Increasing concentrations led to the gradual appearance of
abnormalities, which seemed to only slightly affect the
overall morphology of the embryos but strongly affect
c-otx2 expression in all tissue layers. The first affected
tissues were ectoderm and lateral mesoderm which completely lost c-otx2 expression with a 15 PM treatment
(Table 1D and Fig. 6E and F). At this dose, expression
was maintained in the neural plate and axial prechordal
mesendoderm but decreased in the latter tissue compared to control embryos (compare Fig. 6F and B). A
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Fig. 7. Schematic comparison of c-orx2 and c-gsc expressions during
gastrulation. K indicates the Keller’s sickle.

30 PM dose led to a strong decrease in c-otx2 expression
in axial prechordal mesendoderm in all cases (n = 19),
although some variations were observed: in most cases
(80%), very faint expression could still be detected in this
tissue in the anteriormost region (Table 1F and Gl),
whereas expression was completely lost in some, more
severely affected, embryos (20% of cases, Table 1G2 and
Fig. 61 and J). The latter embryos always corresponded
to cases where RA treatment had been maintained up to
stage HH3+ (Table lG2). Embryos of this class looked
generally more affected than those corresponding to
treatments terminated at HH2 (Table 1F and data not
shown). Expression in the neural plate was also decreased compared to control embryos, but not in all cases and

Fig. 6. Effect of retinoic acid on c-orx2 expression. Embryos untreated (A-C) or treated with 15 PM (D-G, Table 1D) or 30 FM (H-K, Table
1E and G2) RA where analyzed for c-ofx2 expression at stages HH4 (H) or HHS-6 (all others). (A), (D), (I?), (H) and (I) are whole-mount views
and(B), (F) and (J) are the frontal sections at the levels indicated of (A), (E) and (I), respectively, always anterior to the first presumptive notochord
cells. (C), (G) and (K) are (A), (E) and (I) counterstained with propidium iodide. Hensen’s node is indicated (arrowheads in A, E and I). (D) is
a dark-field image of(E). Embryo (I) is flat-mounted and viewed with Nomarski optics. Note that expression has disappeared from ectoderm and
lateral mesoderm with a 15 PM dose and from prechordal mesendoderm with a 30 FM dose in embryos strongly affected (J). In contrast, c-0~x2
expression during streak progression is hardly affected (H).
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Table 1
Effects of RA treatment on ~-01x2 expression. ‘++‘: level of expression identical to that of control embryos, ‘+‘: expression slightly fainter than
controls, ‘+I-‘: faint expression and ‘--‘: no detectable expression. ‘++/+’ indicates that expression was either identical to normal embryos or faintly
decreased, depending on the embryo analyzed. After streak regression, expression was analyzed in ectoderm (EC), neural plate (NP), lateral mesendoderm (LM) and prechordal and chordal mesendodenn (PM+CM). Schematic frontal (anterior to presumptive notochord) and sagittal (just adjacent to the notochord) sections summarize expression (represented by the intensity of shading). A. anterior; P, posterior. ‘n’ indicates the number
of treated embryos which developed to the stage of analysis. In experiment G. 9 embryos showed a phenotype (Gl), whereas 4 embryos showed

a second phenotype (G2)
RA Dose

Treatment

N

Stage of
Inalysis

c-otx2 expression
EC NP

HH2/3 -b

HH4

HH4

15

B

X/XIII

-_)

HH2+/3+

HH516

18

C

X/XIII

-_)

HH2+/3+

HH8/0+

5~1M A

LM

PM +CM

++ ++ ++

2

PM+CM

-

15bM

D

X/XIII

-_)

HH3

-

2

HH5/6

++

.

30pM

E

++

X/XIII

-_)

HH3/3+

HH4

4

X/XIII

-b

HH2

HH5/6

6

X/XIII

-_)

HH3/3+

HH5/6

9

x/XIII

-b

HH3/3+

HH5/6

4

- ++/t

-

2

- ++I+

-

-

45pM

H

X/XIII

-b

HH3/3+

HH5/6
-

EC = Ectoderm

NP = Neural Plate

LM = Lateral Mesendoderm

PM + CM = Prechordal + Chordal Mesendoderm

to a much lesser degree. Another relevant feature was
the strong anterior shift of the caudal limit of c-&x2
expression

in all tissue layers, relative to the location

of

the node. Moreover, whereas the neural plate and the
mesendoderm lying just laterally to the notochord normally shared a common caudal limit of expression, the
limits in these two tissues were now shifted compared to
one another: in the embryos which had maintained expression in mesendoderm (Table 1F and Gl), the limit
in this tissue was more anteriorly located than in the
neural plate, suggesting that the two tissues were
separately affected. The complete loss of c-~2x2 in
mesendoderm observed in more strongly affected embryos probably corresponds to an exaggeration of this
phenotype. The most strongly affected embryos obtained with the 30 PM dose were indistinguishable from
embryos treated with 45 PM RA (Table 1H and data not
shown).

HN = Hensen’s Node

Finally, all the modifications in c-otx2 expression
reported above and, in particular, the gradual disappearance of c-otx2 from mesendoderm were observed
without major loss of tissue: RA-treated and control
embryos displayed the same number of cells in the
various tissue layers in equivalent regions, as revealed
with a counterstaining of cell nuclei on sections (compare Fig. 6G, K and C).
3. Discussion
3.1. &x2 is expressed in corresponding tissues in early
mouse and chick embryos
We cloned the chick homologue of the mouse
homeobox gene 0tx2, c-otx2. The c-&x2 coding region
analyzed is strikingly similar in sequence to the corresponding region of Otx2 (Fig. 1). This is not very surprising as the astonishing degree of similarity between
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the human and mouse Otx2 cognates (Simeone et al.,
1993) and between the mouse and Xenopus cognates
(Boncinelli et al., 1993) has already been reported. Conserved Otx2 genes have also been isolated in zebrafish
(our unpublished results) and sea-urchin (L. Gan and
W. Klein, personal communication). All these genes encode homeoproteins containing a homeodomain closely
related to that of the Drosophila gene orthodenticle and
all are characterized by an expression in anterior regions
of the embryo (Finkelstein and Boncinelli, 1994).
c-o&2 is expressed in the entire epiblast and forming
hypoblast in unincubated chick eggs (Fig. 2). These data
suggest that this gene codes for something related to a
general property of all primary embryonic tissues,
possibly distinct from presumptive extraembryonic
structures. During primitive streak formation and progression, c-otxl expression is progressively restricted to
anterior regions in both cell layers. c-o&2 expressing
cells are also accumulating in the streak with a highest
expression in its anterior portion. When the extension of
the streak is maximal, transcripts are only found in
Hensen’s node (Fig. 3A). This restricted pattern lasts for
a very short period of time and a second, distinct, phase
of c-o&2 expression starts at the beginning of streak
regression. c-otx2 transcripts progressively disappear
from the regressing node and a stronger expression is
now detectable in anterior mesendoderm and neuroectoderm (Fig. 3B-E). The expression in anterior neuroectoderm becomes predominant with headfold formation
and appears clearly spatially restricted, with a sharp
posterior boundary at the level of midbrain-hindbrain
constriction. Subsequently, ~-02x2 expression will remain confined to these areas of the neural tube (foreand mid-brain) and to anterior mesoderm and endoderm (not shown).
In the developing mouse, 0tx2 expression is already
detectable in the entire epiblast of E5.5 embryos
(Simeone et al., 1993). Between day 7 and day 7.5 of
development, a strong Otx2 expression becomes detectable in anterior neuroectodermal region corresponding
to presumptive fore- and mid-brain, Due to the geometry of the mouse embryo at this stage, it is difficult to
assess the extent of 0tx2 expression in anterior mesendoderm, which is also highly underrepresented as compared to that of the chick embryo. 0tx2 expression
subsequently becomes predominant in the developing
rostra1 brain, comprised of fore- and mid-brain
(Simeone et al., 1992, 1993; Finkelstein and Boncinelli,
1994).
Comparison of expression patterns of c-otx2 and
Otx2 reveals several similarities and poses a few questions. Expression in anterior neuroectoderm appears to
be substantially identical in the two species, as is the case
for Xenopus (Boncinelli et al., 1993 and our unpublished
results). A second common aspect of these genes is their
expression in anterior regions of the embryo. This ex-
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pression is often confined to anterior regions independently of the cell layers, whether ectodermal,
mesodermal or endodermal. This suggests that Otx2
might mainly play a role of positional marker during
this period. This is, in turn, reminiscent of the confinement of orthodenticle expression in early fly embryos
(Finkelstein and Perrimon, 1990; Finkelstein et al.,
1990).
c-otx2 expression in chick epiblast is not surprising
because of Otx-2 expression in mouse epiblast, whereas
expression in hypoblast is a novel finding. The hypoblast develops after stage X under the epiblast layer and
is believed to receive contributions from both epiblast
cells (by ingressions from all over the area pellucida) and
from cells spreading from the posterior marginal zone
(Spratt and Haas, 1965; Eyal-Giladi and Kochav, 1976),
the latter being implicating in primitive streak induction
(Stem, 1990; 1992; Eyal-Giladi et al., 1992). c-orx2 is
expressed from the beginning of hypoblast formation in
both polyinvaginating and coalescing cells (Figs. 2 and
5).
c-otx2 is also expressed in a very early population of
middle layer cells. These early mesendoderm or mesoblast cells also express c-gsc and have been shown to
contribute to Hensen’s node. It has been suggested that
they are already determined as inductive cells (IzpisuaBelmonte et al., 1993). The presence of these early
mesendoderm cells in chick blastoderm is difficult to
notice in the absence of molecular markers like c-gsc
and c-otx2, especially because they can be easily confused with residual polyinvaginating hypoblast cells. Nothing is known about the existence of corresponding early
mesendoderm cell populations in the mouse, but in
Xenopus the cognate otx-2 gene is already expressed by
late blastula in a restricted cell population in the internal
dorsal region of the marginal zone (our unpublished
data). These cells are probably fated to give rise to anterior mesendoderm, including the so-called prechordal
plate and head mesoderm. These structures subsequently express both ofx-2 and gsc. Comparative analysis of
frog and chicken gastrulation reveals that these early
mesendodermal precursors segregate very early from
other cell populations.
3.2. c-otx2 and c-gsc transiently share a common expression pattern in gastrulating chick embryos
c-otx2 and c-gsc expression domains

transiently
overlap in anterior regions of the node and anterior
mesendoderm, in addition to hypoblast and mesoblast.
c-gsc expressing cells appear to proceed across the embryo along its major axis, from posterior to anterior
(Fig. 7). They are first very posterior, in the posterior
marginal zone, progress later through the primitive
streak to the anterior portion of Hensen’s node and end
up in anterior-most mesendodenn. These three cell
populations are related to each other by a common
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lineage (Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1993). The posterior
marginal zone and Hensen’s node also share the ability
to induce a secondary axis upon grafting to an ectopic
site (Izpistia-Belmonte et al., 1993). Therefore, c-gsc is a
marker for cells that have organizer activity in the chick
and its expression seems strictly connected with the
functions of a dorsal organizer, as originally proposed in
Xenopus (Cho et al., 1991). A role for this gene in cell
migration, and in particular in region-specific cell
migration, has also been suggested (Niehrs et al., 1993).
On the other hand, young Hensen’s node and anterior
mesendoderm share neural inducing capacity, at different stages of development. Taken together, these data
suggest that cells expressing c-gsc at some point in development share inducing properties (Izpisua-Belmonte
et al., 1993).
As compared to c-gsc, c-otx2 expression is less dynamic but implies more extended areas and a larger time
period (Fig. 7). It is expressed in both epiblast and
hypoblast from the beginning. After a transient appearance in the progressing anterior node, c-otx2
transcripts become stably confined to anterior neuroectoderm and mesendoderm. This late expression domain
appears to be rather specific and suggests a role of this
gene in specifying anterior head structures including the
rostra1 brain and pharyngeal endoderm. In this light, the
transient coincidental expression of c-gsc and c-otx2
could be interpreted as an indication of an anterior cell
fate and/or of intrinsic inductive properties.
3.3. Differential regulation of c-otx2 expression at early
and late stages of gastrulation
We think that the expression of c-otx2 in the forming
neural plate is due to a reinitiation of expression at the
time of streak regression, rather than to the maintenance
of transcription in anterior cells. Our best argument on
this matter is the finding of a very transient intermediate
stage, at the time of maximal streak extension, when cotx2 is almost exclusively transcribed in nodal cells and
anterior expression in epiblast cells is lost. This two-step
expression profile was not previously appreciated in the
mouse, but it might have gone unnoticed due to the very
transient nature of the intermediate stage.
The cells positive for c-otx2 during the two steps are
not clearly related by lineage, which further suggests
that its expression might be regulated independently
during the two phases. A large portion of the anterior
primitive streak cells, which are positive during streak
progression, will contribute to notochord and somites
(Selleck and Stern, 1991, 1992) which are c-otx2 negative. Conversely, the c-otx2 negative epiblast cells which
are located just anterior to the node between HH3+ and
HH4+ are fated to give rise to median wedge cells,
neuroepithelial cells which will form the floor of the
neural tube throughout the entire length of the
neuroepithelium (Schoenwolf et al. 1989, 1992). Expres-
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sion in the floor of the anterior neural tube therefore
clearly results from de novo initiation in these cells. This
induction might result, at least in part, from inductive
signals emanating from the underlying prechordal
mesendoderm cells, which probably express c-otx2 in a
continual manner from prestreak stages.
Our data on RA treatment are also suggestive of an
independent early and late regulation of c-otx2 expression. RA treatment downregulates Otx2 expression in
cultured embryonal carcinoma cells (Simeone et al.,
1993). Here, we report that pulse treatments of early
gastrulating chick embryos with increasing doses of RA
lead to the gradual disappearance of c-otx2 expression
during streak regression (Fig. 6; Table 1). RA treatment
strongly reduces, in both intensity and extension, c-otx2
expression in neurulating chick embryos. This is in
agreement with what we observed in Xenopus (Pannese
et al., submitted) and mouse (our unpublished results).
We may consider that the concentrations of RA we used
are relatively high. Lower concentration were reproducibly ineffective, even using different batches of
retinoic acid. However, we do not know what are the
actual concentrations in treated embryonic tissues.
Previous reports on the effects of RA administration
in mouse (Kessel and Gruss, 1991; Morriss-Kay et al.,
1991; Conlon and Rossant, 1992; Marshall et al., 1992)
Xenopus (Durston et al., 1989; Sive et al., 1990;
Papalopulu et al., 1991; Ruiz i Altaba and Jessel,
1991a,b) and zebrafish (Holder and Hill, 1991)
gastrulating embryos documented two main types of defects: deletion of anterior head structures and/or
posteriorization of hindbrain-midbrain regions. These
defects were observed independently or in combination.
Deletion of anterior structures was more frequently
observed in Xenopus. The effects of RA administration
on early chick embryogenesis have been far less extensively studied (Sundin and Eichele, 1992).
Our results are in better agreement with the hypothesis of posteriorization, but we cannot exclude that some
anterior structures are also truncated in our embryos.
Whatever the mechanisms implicated, the fact that some
expression of c-otx2 is maintained in the anterior region
of the neural plate indicates that probably not all the
anterior CNS is posteriorized or, alternatively, not all
the anterior CNS is posteriorized at the same time.
When the zebrafish embryo (Holder and Hill, 1991) is
treated with RA at the beginning of gastrulation, a
major disruption is observed in development of the midbrain-hindbrain border, corresponding to the posterior
boundary of the expression domain of Otx2 in several
species.
RA might act directly on both neuroectoderm and
mesendoderm. Alternatively, RA might primarily affect
anterior mesendoderm, which would secondarily fail to
induce the proper anterior-posterior patterning in the
overlying ectoderm. Our treatments take place during
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early gastrulation stages, presumably before neural induction. Moreover, c-&x2 expression in mesoderm
starts to be affected with lower doses of RA than neural
tissue. These data seem to argue in favour of the second
interpretation. The influence of vertical signals, emanating from mesodermal cells, on the anterior-posterior
patterning of the anterior neural tube has been well
documented both in the mouse (Ang and Rossant, 1993)
and in Xenopus. The persistence of c-otx2 expression in
the anteriormost neural cells can be explained by
postulating a differential effect of RA on mesendoderm,
with a reduced response of early, anteriormost, mesendodermal cells.
Whether c-otx2 expression is directly regulated by
endogenous RA during normal development is not
known. Our data suggest that this is probably not the
case in the early phase of c-otx2 expression. Conversely,
c-otx2 expression at later stages is suggestive of such
regulation. The Hensen’s node is known to be a source
of RA when it starts to regress (Chen et al., 1992; Hogan
et al., 1992) and c-&x2 is at the same time turned off in
nodal cells. Moreover, from this stage onwards, c-otx2
transcripts will never be detectable in the axial region of
the embryo surrounding the regressing node, where the
node is transiently present. Similarly, the embryonic spinal cord, but not the forebrain, was shown to release RA
in an in vitro assay (Wagner et al., 1992), and the floor
plate itself, which is the only c-o&2 negative region of
the anterior neural tube, also produces RA (Wagner et
al., 1990). These correlations indeed suggest that endogenous RA might be directly implicated in the inhibition
of c-orx,? transcription at least during the streak regression phase.
4. Materials and methods
4.1. Isolation of the c-otx2 clone
A cDNA library in Lambda ZAP11 (Stratagene, La
Jolla), prepared from stages HH14-17 chick embryos,
was screened at low stringency (hybridization overnight
in 50% Formamide, at 37°C; washing 1 x SSC, 55”C,
three times 1 h each) with a mouse Otx2 genomic sequence corresponding to the third exon (Simeone et al.,
1993). We followed the automatic excision protocol with
helper phage and recircularization
to generate a
subclone in Bluescript SK- phagemid vector, as stated
in STRATAGENE Kit instructions.
4.2. Embryos
White Leghorn chick embryos were staged according
to Eyal-Giladi and Kochav (1976) and Kochav et al.
(1980) for stages preceding the appearance of the primitive streak (nomenclature: roman numerals), and according to Hamburger and Hamilton (195 1) for later stages
(nomenclature: HH and arabic numerals).
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4.3. Embryo culture and retinoic acid treatment

Cultures of chick embryos and retinoic acid treatment
were performed according to Sundin and Eichele (1992)
with minor modifications.
Agar/albumen/glucose plates and solutions. Agarl
albumen/glucose plates were made as follows: Albumen
was extracted from unincubated eggs and stirred at
room temperature for 15 min. A D-Glucose (Sigma)
stock solution in water was then added to the albumen
to a final concentration of 0.3%, and the resulting mixture was equilibrated to 49OC in a water bath. Separately, a 0.6% Difco Bacto agar; 0.72% NaCl (Sigma)
solution was boiled and equilibrated to 49°C. The two
solutions were then mixed in equal volumes and poured
into small culture Petri dishes. The plates were then
cooled to 4OCand used within l-2 h. Yolk/Tyrode solution was prepared as follows: Yolk was extracted from
unincubated eggs, diluted with an equal volume of
Tyrode saline (135 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 1.35 mM
CaCl,, 0.24 mM MgC12, 0.86 mM NaHtP04, 1 g/l DGlucose, 12 mM NaHCOs, 100 IU/ml penicillin, 100
&ml streptomycin), vortexed and spun in a microfuge
for 10 min at room temperature. The supernatant was
then collected and diluted 10 times with Tyrode saline.
The solution was kept at 4°C until use.
Embryo culture. To remove embryos from the egg, a
small ring (approximately 3 mm internal diameter) of
dry Whatman paper was applied on the surface of the
vitelline membrane (previously cleaned of its overlying
albumen) so that it encircled the embryo. The vitelline
membrane was cut around it and the paper, carrying
with it embryo and vitelline membrane, was carefully
lifted off the egg, avoiding excess underlying yolk. Embryos and paper were then rinsed for 5 min in Tyrode
saline solution at room temperature and placed dorsal
side down on agar/albumen/glucose plates. The ventral
side of the embryo was then overlaid with lo-20 ~1 of
Yolk-Tyrode previously equilibrated at room temperature. The Petri dish was sealed with parafilm and placed
in a 38°C incubator for the appropriate amount of time.
Retinoic acid treatments. An 83 mM all-trans RA
(Sigma) stock solution was made in DMSO and stored
in aliquots at -20°C. Immediately prior to use, an aliquot was defrosted and the RA solution was diluted to
5, 15, 30 or 45 mM in DMSO. This solution was then
diluted to l/1000 (to reach the final concentrations of 5,
15, 30 or 45 PM, respectively) in the agar/albumen/
glucose mixture before pouring the plates, in the yolk/
Tyrode and the rinsing Tyrode saline solution. Adding
RA to the latter solution yielded more reproducible
results, probably because it suppressed dilution of the
Yolk/Tyrode/RA
mixture with the Tyrode saline
absorbed in the Whatman paper ring. RA was used at
the same concentration in the plate, the rinsing Tyrode
and the yolk/Tyrode. These components were kept in
the dark as much as possible. To terminate the pulse of
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RA treatment, the embryos and paper were removed
from the plate, rinsed twice for 10 min in Yolk/Tyrode
(not containing RA) at room temperature and returned
to RA-free plates in the incubator for the appropriate
amount of time. Control embryos were processed the
same way except that no RA solution was added. Otx-2
expression and morphology were always compared between control and treated embryos which were processed at the same time during all the experimental steps
(from culture to whole-mount in situ hybridization) and
which had reached the same developmental stage. In our
experimental conditions, we did not observe a significant delay in development for the RA-treated embryos
compared to the control embryos. However, the cultured embryos, compared to embryos kept in the egg,
needed an extra 5-8 h to reach stages HH.5-6, a difference which can easily be explained by the periods of manipulation at room temperature and the subsequent
delay in equilibrating to 38°C.
4.4. Probes
The c-otx2 cDNA in pBluescript SK- was linearized
with EcoRI and transcribed with T3 RNA polymerase,
or linearized with &a1 and transcribed with T7 RNA
polymerase, to generate the antisense and sense probes,
respectively. For detection of goosecoid mRNA, the
chick c-gsc 656-bp subclone (Izpisua-Belmonte et al.,
1993) in pBluescript was linearized with &XI and
transcribed with T7 RNA polymerase to generate the
antisense probe. The digoxigenin- and fluoresceinlabeled riboprobes were synthesized in the presence of
0.5 mM ATP, 0.5 mM GTP, 0.5 mM CTP, 0.33 mM
UTP and 0.17 mM digoxigenin-UTP or fluoresceinUTP (both from Boehringer Mannheim), respectively.
The probes were not hydrolyzed after synthesis.
4.5. Whole-mount in situ hybridization
Single-labeling whole-mount in situ hybridization
experiments were performed with digoxigenin-labeled
riboprobes exactly as described in Bally-Cuif et al.
(1992), except that the anti-digoxigenin-alkaline phosphatase antibody was diluted to l/2000. For subsequent
Bat-mountings, the embryos were cleared in 80% glycerol in PBS-O.1% Tween-20 (PBT) and flattened under
a glass coverslip in the same medium.
4.6. Double-labeling whole-mount in situ hybridization
For double-labeling whole-mount in situ hybridizations, embryos were processed normally up to the
hybridization step. The two digoxigenin- and fluorescein-labeled riboprobes were then added together to the
hybridization buffer to a final concentration of l-2
&ml each and hybridization was performed overnight
at 70°C. Rinses were as follows: twice 30 min at 70°C in
solution 1 (50% formamide, 5 x SSC, 1% SDS), 10 min

at 70°C in a 1:l mix of solutions 1 and 2 (0.5 M NaCl,
10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5,O. 1% Tween-20), 3 times 5 min
in solution 2, 30 min in 100 pg/ml RNAse A in solution
2 at 37OCand, finally, twice 30 min at 65°C in solution
3 (50% formamide, 2 x SSC). Embryos were then
preblocked for 90 min in 10% decomplemented sheep
serum in TBST (1.5 mM NaCl, 0.03 mM KCl, 0.025 M
Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.1% Tween-20, 2 mM levamisole).
Embryos were then incubated overnight at 4°C in either
l/2000 anti-digoxigenin-alkaline phosphatase antibody
or l/500 anti-fluorescein-alkaline phosphatase antibody
(both from Boehringer-Mannheim), diluted in TBST-1%
NGS, depending on the first probe to be detected. After
extensive rinses in TBST, alkaline phosphatase activity
was revealed with NBT-BCIP as described (Bally-Cuif et
al., 1992). After intense staining had been obtained, embryos were rinsed extensively in PBT at room temperature and then incubated overnight at 4°C in the other
alkaline-phosphatase-coupled
antibody to detect the
second probe. Alkaline phosphatase activity was revealed in 3 mg/ml Fast Red in naphtol phosphate buffer
(Bioprobe Systems)-0.1% Tween-20. No levamisole was
added (without detectable increase of background staining) since we observed that it often increased precipitation of the substrate. Colour development was
performed in the dark. It was usually much longer than
with the NBT/BCIP substrate and could take up to 24
h at room temperature. After intense staining had been
obtained, embryos were rinsed in PBT for 48 h at 4°C
prior to clearing or sectioning. In test experiments, a
complete block of the first alkaline phosphatase activity
could never be obtained, even after 4% paraformaldehyde fixation or overnight heating at 70°C. However, our results show that red staining is not necessarily
superimposed to blue staining, indicating that a blocking step is not necessary to obtain reliable results. Indeed, the activity of the first alkaline phosphatase
appears much weakened after 1 day of rinses and incubations and is barely detectable within the time range
necessary to reveal the second alkaline phosphatase.
4.7. Whole-mount immunocytochemistry
Whole-mount immunocytochemistry with the IgM
monoclonal anti-HNKl antibody (Abo and Balch,
1981) was performed after whole-mount in situ hybridization as follows: after in situ hybridization, embryos
were extensively rinsed in PBT and directly incubated in
a l/IO dilution of the anti-HNKl antibody in PBS-2 g/l
gelatine-0.25% Triton X-100 (PGT) for 48 h at 4°C with
gentle rocking. They were rinsed for 10 min in PGT,
then 3-5 times for 15 min in PBS-0.025% Triton X-100
(PT) at room temperature. The embryos were then incubated for 1 h at room temperature in biotinylated goat
anti-mouse IgM antibody (Cappel) diluted to l/l00 in
PGT, rinsed as previously and incubated in streptavidinperoxydase complex (Amersham) diluted to l/200 in
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PGT for 1 h at room temperature, and rinsed. After a
20 min preincubation in 0.03% diaminobenzidine
tetrahydrochloride (Sigma) in 0.1 M Tris HCl pH 7.6,
HZ02 was added to a final concentration of 0.005% and
the colour reaction was allowed to proceed for 15-20
min. The embryos were then rinsed in PBT.
4.8. Sectioning and counterstaining of labeled embryos
After whole-mount in situ hybridization or immunocytochemistry, the embryos were cryoprotected overnight at 4°C in 15% sucrose in 0.12 M phosphate buffer,
embedded in 7.5% gelatin (Sigma) in 15% sucrose in 0.12
M phosphate buffer, frozen in isopentane in liquid nitrogen and cryostat-sectioned at 15 pm. Sections were
degelatinized in PBS at 37°C for 30 min, and a fluorescent counterstaining was obtained by incubation in 1
&ml propidium iodide (Sigma) for 30 min at room temperature. Sections were then rinsed in water and
mounted in Mowiol or 80% glycerol.
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